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ABSTRACT
Sortase-mediated transpeptidation is a widely employed reaction in site-specific
protein labelling. From all sortases identified to date, the most commonly used
and best characterized is Staphylococcus aureus sortase A. However, when in an
in vitro environment all sortases are rather limited in their catalytic activity. In
order to extend the range of applicable sortases, they need to undergo genetic
modifications for improvement. In this work, we focus on the improvement of the
activity of Streptococcus pyogenes sortase A (Sp-SrtA). For this, we applied a semirational approach consisting of modelling and iterative saturation mutagenesis. This
combination of two powerful techniques led to the selection of a Sp-SrtA mutant
with a twofold improved affinity towards LPXTG and LPXTA substrates. The method
proposed in this study provides an approach for the further improvement of sortase
enzymes.
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INTRODUCTION
Many biotechnological applications require modification of proteins to introduce
diverse functionalities, such as fluorophores, polymers and drugs, in order to
enhance a protein’s properties1. Some of the currently used methods include inteins2,
expressed protein ligation (EPL)3 and native chemical ligation (NCL) 4. Although these
techniques are very well established and broadly used they have some drawbacks:
e.g., the NCL method requires the presence of an N-terminal cysteine residue, while
the EPL method can result in formation of undesired inclusion bodies5. To overcome
these limitations, sortase A (SrtA)-mediated transpeptidation or sortagging offers
an alternative and precise way to site-specifically conjugate and modify proteins6.
Sortagging is a two-step, site-specific enzymatic reaction which can be performed in
vitro7. The enzyme ligates two different substrates which contain small peptide motifs

3

at the termini. Sortase’s catalytic histidine and arginine function together to abstract
a proton from the active site cysteine. As a consequence, a reverse protonation
mechanism drives a nucleophilic attack of the cysteine’s active sulfhydryl group
towards a scissile amide bond located at the C-terminal pentapeptide sequence
LPXTG (X being any amino acid) of the first substrate. A transient tetrahedral
intermediate between the enzyme and the substrate is formed, which then reacts
with a second substrate8. Thus, by first cleaving and then making new peptide bonds
between these motifs, sortases can create novel molecules or molecular formats
that did not exist before9.
The first sortase to be isolated, characterized, subjected to directed evolution and
used for biotechnological applications was Staphylococcus aureus sortase A (SaSrtA)10,11. Since sortase A is a housekeeping enzyme present in almost all Grampositive bacteria as well as some Gram-negative ones12,13, our aim is to broaden
the scope of sortase-mediated transpeptidation reactions by the exploitation of
sortase A homologs. In our study, we focused on Streptococcus pyogenes (Sp-SrtA)
sortase A, to which – to our knowledge – directed evolution has not yet been applied.
The advantage of this enzyme is that, unlike Sa-SrtA, it does not rely on Ca2+ as
an allosteric activator. Sp-SrtA is also known to have a more relaxed substrate
specificity: in addition to the LPXTG peptide motif, it recognizes LPETA and LPKLG
motifs, and accepts alanine residues as nucleophile14,15.
Since the 3D structure and the mechanism of Sp-SrtA are known16, we chose to
optimize the enzymatic properties of Sp-SrtA via a semi-rational method. Here,
we applied computational design using the Rosetta molecular modelling suite,
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which has been used for the optimization of interactions between amino acids
located in close proximity to the catalytic cleft17, and combined it with iterative
saturation mutagenesis (ISM)18,19. We created small-scale focused libraries in key
positions interacting with the Leu and Pro residues from the C-terminal motif;
these were then screened for improved enzymatic activity. In the next step, the
most improved mutants were used as a template for mutagenesis and selection at
another site18. Following this approach, we identified a triple Sp-SrtA mutant with a
twofold increase in affinity for both LPETG and LPETA substrates compared to the
wild type (WT) Sp-SrtA enzyme.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Identification of target sites using a computational predictive algorithm
Because of their limited in vitro catalytic activity, sortases are an interesting
target for enzyme engineering, which can result in the development of mutants
with enhanced activities or modified specificities20. Different strategies have been
successfully used for the engineering of sortases, with the directed evolution
approach being the most frequently used; random mutant libraries of sortase
enzymes have been screened for improved catalytic activities or modified substrate
selectivity using 96-well plate formats11, phage display combined with western
blot analysis21 or yeast display combined with fluorescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS)10,22. In addition, rational approaches have been successfully applied for the
modification of sortase features like substrate specificity23 and Ca2+-independence24.
Here, design of novel mutants was based on superimposition studies performed
on the available sortase 3D structures which helped in the selection of fragments
or positions for modification. Our goal was the improvement of the affinity of the
Sp-SrtA enzyme towards its substrates and for this we decided to use a combination
of both techniques, a semi-rational approach25,26; first, we applied computational
protein design (CPD)25,27 to select focused positions near the substrate-binding site.
For this, we built a model in complex with the LPETG peptide using the Rosetta
modelling suite17 and we identified four residues within a distance of 4.5 Å to the
sorting motif. These positions, Met-125, Ala-140, Val-191 and Ile-194, were all located
in the tunnel-like hydrophobic pocket of Sp-SrtA in close proximity to the active site
(His-142, Cys-208 and Arg-216, Figure 1). Three out of four residues (Met-125, Val-191
and Ile-194) selected for mutagenesis in our study were previously also indicated as
important for the substrate-enzyme interaction in the molecular model proposed
by the group of Race et al16.
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FIGURE 1. Surface representation of part of Sp-SrtA’s structure (PDB 3FN5). The four key residues
identified by Rosetta modelling for mutagenesis are highlighted in green. Mutated residues are
located near the active site of the enzyme (highlighted in red).

Preparation of the library of Sp-SrtA mutants and selection of the best variants
Based on our computational predictions, four single-site focused libraries were built
using site-saturation mutagenesis (SSM). Megaprimer PCR with wobble primers was
used for the preparation of Sp-SrtA mutants. Libraries of single-site mutant libraries
were built consisting of approximately 1000 E. coli colonies each and the diversity
of all prepared libraries was confirmed by sequencing. The activity of the sortase
variants in cell lysates was screened using an internally quenched fluorescent
substrate7,28. Next, the libraries were screened with the use of the ISM strategy.
The advantage of ISM is the ability to observe positive epistatic effects of selected
positions, leading to a mutant with improved features29. To compare the efficiency
of the analyzed Sp-SrtA variants with the WT enzyme, the activity of the Sp-SrtA WT
in the cell lysate was set at 100%. Results of the cell lysate assay for position V191X,
our starting position for ISM, are shown in Figure 2. Variants exhibiting a relative
activity higher than Sp-SrtA WT were sequenced. The results of the screening of the
other libraries can be found in the Supplementary Information, Figure S1.
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FIGURE 2. Bar graph representing the enzymatic activity of 96 mutants at position V191X (red
bars) relative to Sp-SrtA WT (blue bar).

After two rounds of screening single Sp-SrtA mutants, a total of 14 mutants from
single-site libraries at positions M125X, V191X and I194X showed a higher activity
in the cell lysate assay in comparison to the Sp-SrtA WT (Table 1).
TABLE 1. Single-site Sp-SrtA mutants selected after two repetitions of the cell lysate assay.
Modified position

Mutations found

M125

A, L, L, V, C

A140

No variants

V191

Y, L, I, T, G, W

I194

A, L, L, V, V, V, M, M

Since position 191 gave the biggest diversity in variants after screening, the
selected mutants were produced, purified and their activity was measured using
the fluorometric assay. To calculate the efficiency of the analyzed Sp-SrtA variants,
their activity was compared to that of Sp-SrtA WT. Of six mutants only one variant,
V191I, showed an increased activity in comparison to the WT (Figure 3) and was
then selected as a starting point for ISM. The other purified mutants performed
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worse than the WT. These false-positive results of the cell-lysate screening could
be explained by differences in protein production (Supplementary information,
Figure S2) or possible interference of other components in the cell lysates and the
reaction mixture.

3

FIGURE 3. Measurement of the activity of purified single mutants in position 191 (n=3). Mutants
were selected based on their relative activity in the cell lysate assay. After validation of the hits,
mutant V191I with the highest enzymatic activity was selected as a template for ISM.

Position I194X was selected next as site for ISM due to high relative activities
observed in the cell lysate assay (Supplementary Figure S1). The V191I mutant was
used as a template for the construction of a library at position I194X. After screening
(Supplementary information, Figure S3), three variants showing the highest relative
activity compared to the WT were sequenced. Two variants showed a mutation
into a Cys residue, while one variant showed a mutation into Val. After purification
of the double mutants and measurement of their activity, mutant V191I/I194C
showed a 1.2-fold improvement in activity in comparison to the WT. The catalytic
activity of mutant V191I/I194V was 1.5 times improved over the WT (Supplementary
information, Figure S4). Interestingly, the mutation Ile to Val was also found in the
single-site library screening, which indicates that it is a favored modification in
this position. Thus, double variant V191I/I194V was selected as template for the
preparation of triple Sp-SrtA mutants.
Screening of the single-site library at position 140 did not yield any improved
variants. Therefore, position 125, which from the initial screening did yield variants
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more active than WT, was selected for the next round of ISM using the V191I/I194V
template. After screening the mutant library, only one variant with increased activity
relative to not only WT, but also to single mutant V191I and double mutant V191I/
I194V, was selected (Supplementary information, Figure S5). Sequencing results
revealed a mutation at position 125 from Met to Ile. The fluorescence-based activity
assay showed a twofold improvement of activity in comparison to the WT.
To assess the impact of individual mutations we created combinations of the
respective mutations that were found in the M125I/V191I/I194V (TRI) variant. From
these experiments, we observed that positions M125I and V191I contributed the
most towards improvement of the enzyme’s catalytic properties (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4. The enzymatic activity of WT (black bar), individual and combined site-specific mutations of Sp-SrtA (white bars) (n=3).

Since mutation I194V did not contribute much to the improved catalytic activity,
we chose to use the DNA template of the best double mutant, M125I/V191I, as a
starting point for another round of mutagenesis and screening at position I194V. Of
the four hits with improved relative activity found via the cell lysate screening, three
turned out to bear the I194V mutation. This corroborates with the results from our
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previous screening and indicates that Val is the preferred amino acid at position 194.
The fourth hit had an I194T mutation; after purification of this new triple mutant,
the activity was measured using the fluorescence-based assay. Nevertheless,
M125I/V191I/I194T showed a similar activity as the previously identified TRI mutant
(Supplementary information Figure S6). This indicates that residue 194 is a flexible
site which can be changed into polar (T) or hydrophobic (V) amino acids without
much influencing the activity of the enzyme.
We also applied double mutant M125I/V191I as a template for a new round of
screening of libraries at position A140. In our model, A140 sits at the bottom of the
groove hosting the bound peptide. It is likely that any mutation to a larger residue
would compromise the binding by preventing the peptide to sit inside the cleft.
As in the screening of the single-site libraries at these positions, screening of the

3

libraries in combination with the mutations M125I and V191I yielded no variants
with an improved activity (Supplementary information Figure S7).
Characterization of the selected Sp-SrtA TRI mutant
In order to measure the kinetic parameters of the evolved Sp-SrtA mutants, we
used a well-known high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-based activity
assay30. The assay measures both the acylation and the transpeptidation steps
of the reaction performed by Sp-SrtA. Unlike the fluorometric assay, it allows
tracking of the formation of the H-G-Dap(Dnp)-NH2 product. As expected from the
measurements performed using the fluorescence-based assay, the TRI mutant
showed improved kinetics in comparison with the WT (Table 2, Figure S8). According
to the obtained steady-state kinetics, the affinity towards both synthesized peptide
substrates, LPETG and LPETA, increased twofold. This indicates that modifications
introduced into the TRI mutant are not associated with the specificity of this enzyme.
TABLE 2. Kinetic parameters of the evolved Sp-SrtA variant TRI, obtained by the HPLC-based
activity assay.
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Enzyme evolution can lead to changes in protein folding and thermostability
which can then result in an alteration of the activity31,32. Using differential scanning
fluorimetry (DSF)33 we determined the effect of the TRI mutations on the (un)folding
of Sp-SrtA WT (Figure 5).

FIGURE 5. Thermal unfolding of Sp-SrtA WT (blue) and the evolved TRI variant (black) (n=3).

The melting temperature (Tm) values for Sp-SrtA WT and the TRI mutant were similar,
65.7°C and 64.5°C, respectively. Furthermore, the unfolding of both proteins was
irreversible. These results indicate that the increase in the activity of the TRI variant
is not caused by a higher thermostability of the TRI mutant. This result also confirms
the previously reported observation that changes introduced at residues located
near the active site can lead to modification of the activity and/or selectivity but
not necessarily of the stability of an enzyme34.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have demonstrated that a semi-rational approach can be used
to improve features of the Sp-SrtA enzyme. Using Rosetta modelling, followed by
ISM, we identified a triple Sp-SrtA mutant with a twofold improved affinity towards
its substrates. By mutating back the TRI mutant, we have observed the impact
of individual mutations and their combinations, particularly the M125I and I191V
mutations, on the in vitro activity of the Sp-SrtA enzyme. Additionally, we proposed
a new molecular model which shows interactions between the Sp-SrtA enzyme and
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the LPXTG substrate. This model can be a useful tool in further engineering of the
Sp-SrtA enzyme.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Protein complex modelling. A PyMol superposition of Sa-SrtA containing a bound
LPETG peptide (PDB ID 1T2W) and Sp-SrtA (PDB ID 3FN7) provided the starting
position for the peptide within the Sp-SrtA complex model. The relax protocol35 in
the Rosetta molecular modelling suite36 was used to explore peptide and protein
rotamers and perform energy minimization. During these steps, the target scissile
amide bond was restrained in a position allowing the formation of the cysteinelinked catalytic intermediate.

3

Production and Purification of the protein. The Streptococcus pyogenes gene
encoding sortase A∆81 (Sp-SrtA) was kindly provided by Dr M.J. Banfield (Newcastle
University, UK). It was cloned between the BamHI and HindIII sites of plasmid pQIq37
having an N-terminal His-tag and this vector was then used for transformation of
and protein production in E. coli BL21(DE3) competent cells. The overnight cultures
were grown in 2 x YT media (16 g tryptone, 10 g yeast extract and 5 g NaCl/L)
supplemented with ampicillin at a final concentration of 100 µg/mL (AMP100) and
glucose with a final concentration of 1% (w/v). On the following day, the cultures were
diluted 1:100 in 1 L of 2 x YT media with AMP100 and 0.1% (w/v) glucose. Flasks were
incubated at 37°C with a shaking frequency of 210 rpm. Once the OD600 reached a
value between 0.5 and 0.9, protein production was induced by the addition of IPTG
to a final concentration of 1 mM. Cultures were incubated for 4 h at 37°C and 210
rpm. Afterwards, cells were centrifuged for 15 min at a speed of 4500 rpm. Pellets
were resuspended in buffer composed of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl and
20 mM imidazole and subsequently lysed by sonication and centrifuged at the speed
of 13,000 rpm. A column packed with 1 mL Ni–NTA resin (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany)
was used for gravity purification and the protein was ultimately eluted with a buffer
containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, with 150 mM NaCl and 300 mM imidazole. For
the removal of imidazole and exchange of the buffer to 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, with
150 mM NaCl and 10% glycerol (v/v), proteins were purified on a Superdex 75 GL
16/60 column (GE Healthcare).
Generation of sortase A mutant libraries. The vector pQE30_sfGFP encoding
a 3’ genetic fusion with superfolder green fluorescent protein (sfGFP) 38,39 and E.
coli Turbo competent cells were used for the preparation of sortase A mutant
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libraries. The Sp-SrtA WT gene was cloned between the BamHI and HindIII sites.
For mutagenesis of the positions predicted by the Rosetta algorithm, the Sp-SrtA
WT gene was subjected to megaprimer PCR40; primer sequences are shown in the
Supplementary information, Table S1. The PCR products were digested with BamHI
and HindIII, and ligated into their respective sites in the pQE30_sfGFP vector; the
ligation mixture was used for the transformation of E. coli Turbo competent cells.
For library screening, plasmids obtained from all mutants were harvested and used
for transformation of E. coli BL21(DE3) competent cells.
Screening of sortase A mutant libraries: cell lysate assay. E. coli BL21(DE3)
transformants were cultured overnight at 37°C in a 96-well Masterblock in 1.2 mL
2 x YT media supplemented with AMP100 and 1% (w/v) glucose. For the production
of proteins, the overnight cultures were first diluted 1:100 in 1 mL 2 x YT media
supplemented with AMP100 and incubated for 45 min in an orbital shaker at 37°C.
After initial growth, protein production was induced by addition of IPTG to a final
concentration of 0.5 mM IPTG and incubated further for 4 h in an orbital shaker
at 37°C. After centrifugation, pellets were resuspended in 50 µL of BugBuster
(Novagen) supplemented with 1 mM EDTA and incubated for 30 min at room
temperature and orbital shaking at a speed of 210 rpm. Finally, 950 µL activity assay
buffer composed of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, with 150 mM NaCl was added to each
well and the Masterblock was centrifuged for 30 min at a speed of 3,000 rpm. The
activity of transformants was measured using black 96-well plates (Greiner). Each
well was filled with 50 µL of the cell lysate, assay buffer and internally quenched
Abz_LPETA-Dap(Dnp)-NH2 substrate (Bachem, Switzerland) to a final concentration
of 20 µM. The activity of the Sp-SrtA mutants was monitored by measuring the
fluorescence signal at an excitation and emission wavelength of 355 and 460 nm,
respectively. Additionally, the expression level of the WT and mutants in the cell
lysate assay was assessed using SDS-PAGE (Supplementary information, Figure S2).
Measurement of enzymatic activity: fluorometric assay. The activity of purified
Sp-SrtA and mutants was validated using the fluorescence-based assay measuring
the cleavage of the internally quenched Abz_LPETA-Dap(Dnp)-NH2 or Abz-LPETG(Dap)Dnp-NH2 substrate in the presence of an NH2-AA-OH nucleophile (Bachem,
Switzerland). The enzyme, substrate and nucleophile concentrations used for the
assay were 2 µM, 20 µM and 2 mM, respectively. The activity was monitored at an
excitation and emission wavelength of 355 and 460 nm, respectively.
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Characterization of Sp-SrtA WT and TRI mutant. The kinetic parameters of SpSrtA WT and the TRI mutant were determined using an HPLC-based assay previously
reported for the measurement of activity of Sa-SrtA WT 30. The transpeptidation
reaction catalyzed by Sp-SrtA was measured using conditions similar to those
described in16. Briefl y, 5 µM of Sp-SrtA was incubated at 37°C for 150 min with
variable concentrations of Abz-LPETA-(Dap)Dnp-NH2 or Abz-LPETG-(Dap)Dnp-NH2,
with the nucleophile NH2-AA-OH at a final concentration of 2 mM. The reactions
were quenched by addition of HCl to a final concentration of 0.4 M. Afterwards
samples were analyzed using an ultra-fast liquid chromatography (UFLC) system
(Shimadzu) with a reverse-phase Eclipse XDB-C18 HPLC column (4.6 x 150 mm, 5
µm, Agilent Technologies). The reaction products containing the Dnp moiety were
separated using a 10 to 65% linear gradient of acetonitrile supplemented with 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid at a flow of 1 mL/min and the UV absorption was detected at

3

355 nm.
Thermal stability of all purified proteins was determined by DSF. The Sypro® Orange
merocyanine dye (Sigma Aldrich, Saint Luis, USA) was added to the protein solutions
according to the protocol provided by the company. The Real-Time PCR Detection
System (Bio-Rad) was used for the measurement of the fluorescent signal with
excitation at 530 nm and emission at 556 nm. The signal was quantified using the
HEX channel. The temperature was gradually increased from 20°C to 95°C with a
ramp of 0.5°C/minute. The reversibility of the unfolding process was assessed after
subjection of the proteins to the following denaturation conditions: a temperature
increase from 20°C to 65°C with a ramp of 1°C/minute, and to the repeated thermal
stability measurement. The melting temperature (Tm) values were calculated using
the Boltzmann equation for folded proteins.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
TABLE S1. Wobble and flanking primers used for preparation of mutant libraries at positions
predicted by Rosetta algorithm using the megaprimer PCR method. Restriction sites are
underlined.
Name

Sequence

SpSrtABamFor

GGATCCGTCTTGCAAGCACAA

SpSrtAHindRev

GGAAGCTTTAGGTAGATACTTGG

Sp125Rev

TTGTTCTTCTTTMNNCGTTCCTGCGCC

Sp140Rev

TCCAAAAATATGATGACTMNNAAGAGAATAATT

Sp191For

GCTCCTGAACGCNNKGATGTTATCGAT

Sp194For

ACGCGTTGATGTTNNKGATGATACAGCTGGT
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FIGURE S1. Screening of the library of mutants in positions M125X, A140X and I194X.
Variants exhibiting a relative activity higher than the Sp-SrtA WT (blue column) were
sequenced, produced and purified and their activity was subsequently verified using
the fluorometric assay.
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FIGURE S2. Representative SDS-PAGE gel showing the expression level of the WT and mutants
(M1 – M6) in the cell lysate assay. Sp-SrtA_sfGFP with a molecular weight of 48 kDa is indicated
with an arrow.
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FIGURE S3. Screening of the library of double mutants in positions V191I/I194X. Variants exhibiting a higher activity with reference to the Sp-SrtA WT (blue column) were sequenced, produced
and purified and their activity was subsequently verified using the fluorometric assay.

FIGURE S4. Measurement of enzymatic activity of purified WT, single mutant V191I and double
mutants V191I/I194C and V191I/I194V.
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FIGURE S5. Screening of the library of triple mutants in positions V191I/I194V and M125X. Variants exhibiting a higher activity compared to the Sp-SrtA WT (blue column), single mutant V191I
(purple column) and double mutant V191I/I194V (green column) were sequenced, produced and
purified and their activity was subsequently verified using the fluorometric assay.

FIGURE S6. Measurement of activity of two triple mutants (white bars) (n=3). A) Activity of the WT
and mutants on the LPETG substrate and 2-Ala nucleophile. B) Activity of the WT and mutants
on the LPETA substrate and 2-Ala nucleophile.
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FIGURE S7. Screening of the library of triple mutants in positions: M125I/V191I and A140X. No
variants exhibiting significantly higher activity than the WT (blue column) were selected.

FIGURE S8. Determination of the kinetic parameters of the Sp-SrtA WT (circles) and evolved
Sp-SrtA TRI variant (triangles). A) Enzymatic activity in the presence of LPETA substrate with the
2-Ala nucleophile. B) Enzymatic activity of the enzymes in the presence of LPETG substrate and
2-Ala nucleophile.
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